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This 2000 Annual Report gratefully acknowledges the dedication and generosity of alumni, friends, faculty, students, staff, and organizations whose financial support and thousands of hours of volunteered time have helped to preserve the best of our heritage and create further opportunities for intellectual and professional growth in legal education.
I take enormous pride in the graph on the facing page, which shows how much the amount of annual donations to the Law School has increased; it is tremendously gratifying to see that it has doubled since I became dean. But I know that the credit is not mine to claim. That credit belongs to all of you, who have been so steadfast and generous with your donations. You are helping to make this law school into one that is nationally recognized, with the highly respected reputation and visibility it deserves.

The generosity of everyone who gives is a mixture of several motivations. That is as it should be. There is that solid, practical component which recognizes that giving provides funds that improve the Law School, thus ultimately raising the school's reputation. Giving is a wise, prudent investment that adds considerable value to a Golden Gate law degree and to the professional status of every lawyer who has one. And that is certainly what is happening with the Law School as we become more widely known and respected.

In addition, there is simply that splendid spiritedness that makes us want to help the students who are here now. We remember how we struggled to make our way though, and we want to give a hand to those students who are now going through what we did.

Since becoming dean, I have seen myself as head cheerleader for this Law School's great attributes: its terrific roster of alumni who have made such a fine mark on the legal profession and for its 100-year history of remarkable growth and development. I am constantly out there passing the collection plate, encouraging everyone to generously give those gifts that make all the difference in securing for the Law School the visibility and renown it deserves.

A big step in that direction begins this summer. We start construction on an $18 million renovation of the Law School teaching facilities at 536 Mission Street. The result will be a fabulous new legal center. The auditoriums and classrooms will be gutted and remade into state-of-the-art, technologically equipped tiered lecture halls, seminar rooms, and classrooms. Each seat will have a laptop computer connection. The teaching podiums will have computerized presentation abilities, cutting-edge audiovisual and teleconferencing capabilities, and the most advanced features for uniting teaching sessions with other locations.

All of this will be up and running for the fall semester of 2002. It will be one of the most advanced law school teaching facilities in the country. How is that for good news about how the Law School is doing and where it is going?

Sincerely,

Peter G. Keane, Dean
THE MILLENNIUM SOCIETY

Established in late 1999 to commemorate the year 2000, the Millennium Society has become the premier support group of unrestricted funds for Golden Gate University. In the first year, each Millennium Society founder contributed a minimum of $2,000 to the university and/or for use at the dean's discretion in a designated school.

We are grateful to the members (below), who contributed more than $92,600 to the Law School in 2000. Their generous support allowed Dean Peter Keane to move quickly in meeting a variety of pressing needs, including awarding scholarships to outstanding students, recruiting exemplary professors and professional practitioners for our teaching faculty, and maintaining a competitive edge in developing technologies.

Dale A. Affonso '77
Norman R. Ascherman '68
Donald B. and Gigi Bibeault '00
John M. Burke '93
Cameron M. Carlson '89
Patrick J. Coughlin '83
Louis M. De Mattei '79, '87
William L. Fong '86
Karen L. Hawkins '79
Kay E. Henden '75
Gordon J. Heuser '84
Deborah B. Honig '76
Peter G. and Nancy Keane
Mary E. Lanigar '54
Arthur K. Lund
Nancy Shepard Martz '97
Judith G. McKelvey
Marjorie Randolph '77
Allan H. Rapaport '85
Kathryn E. Ringgold '70
Joyce D. Saltalamachia '76
Richard I. Sherman '74
Alice S. Smith '77
Sompong and Thaithow Sucharitkul
Nancy Z. Tully '92
Vivian W. Zaloom '79

Total Law School Donations in 2000
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Special Gift Clubs

Private gifts enhance virtually every aspect of the Law School: curriculum enrichment, student financial aid, technology and equipment, the law library, faculty research, and a variety of special programs. Individual membership in the following gift clubs is based on pledge payments, current gifts of cash and securities, and employee matching gifts. Gifts-in-kind and unpaid pledges are not included. The Law School extends its heartfelt thanks to each of the following individuals whose financial support has had a measurable impact on the people and programs of Golden Gate University School of Law.

President's Circle

The leadership of those who set an exemplary standard of giving undergirds the Law School's ability to serve its constituents, communities, and society with increasing effectiveness. Their example also encourages others to join in helping to assure a strong future for the Law School.

We deeply appreciate the substantial commitments made by the following individuals—alumni, faculty, staff, students, and special friends—whose generous gifts of $1,000 or more have provided critical resources that enhance current programs and fund special Law School priorities. Together, these individuals contributed more than $727,750 in 2000.

Supreme Court Council:
$25,000 and above
Anonymous
John D. and Lee D. Baxter '74

High Court Council:
$10,000–24,999
Anonymous
Michael Freund
Mary E. Lanigar '54

Judge's Council:
$5,000–9,999
Alan and Meg S. Giberson '96
Peter G. and Nancy Keane
Arthur K. Lund
Allan H. Rappaport '85
Clifford Rechtschaffen and Karen Kramer
Sompong and Thaihow Sucharitkul
Alba Witkin

Dean's Council:
$2,500–4,999
Dale A. Affonso '77
Patrick J. Coughlin '83
Louis M. De Mattei '79, '87 (L.L.M.) and Amy Tan
Tracey K. Edwards '81 '84
Mr. and Mrs. John H. '51 McCarthy
Marjorie Randolph '77
Kathryn E. Ringgold '70
Alice S. Smith '77

Barristers’ Circle:
$1,000–2,499
Norman R. Ascherman '68
Roger H. Bernhardt and Christine Tour-Sarkissian '84
Linda M. Berzer '75 and Candace A. Prebil
Donald B. Bibeault '00
Allan and Muriel Brotsky
John M. Burke '93
Cameron M. Carlson '89
Myron M. Christy '83
Gloria M. Dias
Fred Drexler '47, '71
William L. '86 and Frances Fong
Henry D. Grunbaum '74
Karen L. Hawkins '79
Kay E. Henden '75
Gordon J. Heuser '84
Deborah B. Honig '76
Christopher C. Johnson
SPECIAL GIFT CLUBS (cont.)

President's Circle (cont.)

Barristers' Circle (cont.)
Caroline M. Kristensen '86
Nancy Shepard Martz '97
Judith G. McKelvey
Aldo Menchini '60
June and Joseph R. '55 Rensch
Joyce D. Saltalamachia '76
Bernard L. Segal
Richard I. Sherman '74 and
Victoria DeGoff
Roland R. Thompson
Nancy Z. Tully '92
William Utnehmer '99
B. Phyllis Whittiker '94
Vivian W. '79 and Anthony
Zaloom

Magistrates' Circle

Members of the Magistrates' Circle, whose 2000 contributions exceeded $9,000, are recognized for gifts between $500 and $999.

Kelly P. Brisbois '98
Patricia A. Carson '52 and
Robert Major
Richard A. Dannells, Jr. '64
Paul C. Glusman '75
Robert T. Haden '80
Paul M. Happel '92
Kate Hill '75
Lisa Honig
Constance M. '80 and
Robert Hosemann
Rita Grobman Howard '73
and William H. Howard '73
Paul S. Jordan '73
Paul Kibel
Leonard M. Levy '39
Lois A. '83 and Harry
Lindstrom
Gary E. '74 and Janan Meyer
Gary M. '78 and Ellen Reing
Anne Iwa Yen '96

Counselors' Circle

Counselors' Circle members contributed $250 to $499 during 2000. Together, their contributions totaled more than $8,000.

Stephen D. Abouaf '72
Theodore F. Bayer '76
Robert K. and Janet Calvin '71
Ann Rascati and John C.
Cartwright '81
Kathryn B. Dickson
John M. Filippi '43
Richard K. Grosboll '81
Rick D. Higgins '76
Melvin D. Honowicz '73
Joan W. Howarth
Helen H. Kang
Scott J. Kiepen '93
James E. Kowalski
Jody L. LaWitter and Marc L.
Van Der Hout '77
Denise K. Mills '77
Nandan S. Nelivigi
Dennis O'Brien '65
Henry F. O'Connell '55
William A. O'Malley '61
Anthony J. and Christine C.
'92, '98 (L.L.M.) Pagano
Alan Ramo
Dennis Riordan
Rick D'Ambroio and John T.
Rooney '85
Jeffrey Ross
Attilio P. Ruggiero '56
Donna M. Ryu
Jon H. Sylvester
Lorri Ungaretti
Robert S. Whiteley '77
Carol C. Yaggy '79

2000 Sources of Gifts

- Friends $286,011
- Foundations and Trusts $198,489
- Law Firms and Corporations $33,964
- Other Organizations $16,785
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SPECIAL GIFT CLUBS (cont.)

ADVOCATES' SOCIETY

The Law School is pleased to acknowledge members of the Advocates' Society for their contributions of $100 to $249. Together, these members contributed more than $14,800 to the School in 2000.

Gary Alabaster '81
James Kevin Allen '97
Denise Anton
Brian S. Baker '83
Frank A. Balistrieri '97
Barrett R. Baskin '68
Ronald A. Bass '69
Ann M. Blessing '93
Petra Tang ('96) and Scott Bloom '96
Richard H. Brattain '85
Ann Veta Brick
Lynda L. Brothers '76
Barbara S. Bryant '80
Mark E. Burton, Jr. '95
Dennis J. Byrne '94
Shirley Carter
James Cavanaugh '93
Louise S. Cavanaugh '75
Lyle C. Cavin, Jr. '69
Chun H. Chan '94
Terisa E. Chaw
Cynthia E. Childress
Rebecca L. '78 and Charles Conradi '78
Linda A. Cox
Kathleen M. Crandall '82
Stephen L. Dahm '84
Linda Dardarian
John J. Davis, Jr.
Erin C. Day '96

J. W. Deever
Teresa Demchak
Leigh A. '83 and William H. Duff '82
Earl E. Evans '79
Paula J. Fancher '81
Frances-Ann Fine '83
Mark S. Freeland '94
Loretta M. Giorgi '85
Catherine Glaze
John F. Grandinetti '75
Anne S. Grappo '78
Lucille M. Greenway '84
Terry Gross
David Grossman

John E. Harding '89
Norman Harris '66
William Heath '83
Timothy J. Henderson '73
Debra J. Holcomb
Virginia Irving '75
Elizabeth A. Jacobs
Alan Jaroslovsky '77
Farrell Cafferata and Caren Jenkins '96
Mimi Johnson-Jacobs '81
Thomas R. Jones '80
Margaret E. Kaplan '77
Sally A. Keane '87
Christiana A. Khostovan '97

2000 Fund Designations
Total: $980,101

Endowed Funds $351,520

Gifts-in-Kind $9,583

2000 Designated Uses of Current Use Funds: $618,998

Financial Aid $178,738

General Purpose $139,222

Law Library $3,285

Golden Gate University School of Law
SPECIAL GIFT CLUBS (cont.)

ADVOCATES SOCIETY (cont.)
Donald H. Kincaid '55
Kathleen S. King '77
Fred Krasner '73
Leena M. Krasno
Alan M. Lagod '76
Joel C. Lamp '84
Jerome N. Lerch '70
Paul C. Ligda '61
Jakob Lipman '98
Cynthia K. Long '79
Patricia K. Louie
Alexander H. Lubarsky '97
Catherine C. MacMillan '99
Susan H. Majeski '89
Harold W. Martin '57
Judy I. Massong '80
Monica L. McCravy '94
J. Andrew McKenna '77
Frederick G. Miller '79
Marcia A. Murphy '75
Sondra M. Napell '82
Richard B. Nettler '77
Charles S. Oliver '75
Robert H. Oliver '73
Marcy Kates and David B. Oppenheimer
Matthew P. Pachkowski '96
Warren R. Perry '62
Stefanie A. Pfingstl '92
Ascanio A. Piomelli
Scipio Porter, Jr. '63
Elaine F. Prince '65
Marvin Stender and Drucilla Ramey
Edith A. Rice '79
Gerald T. '76 and Mary Lou Richards
Deborah Ross
Ruth Asde Samas '74
Brian Garcia and Susan Schechter
Herbert Schlosberg '56
Peter K. Seperack '99
Carl Seville
Marcy Seville
Mary L. Shapiro '98
Terri Shultis
Warren L. '74 and Sandra Siegel
Alan Simon '50
Anne Simons
Timothy H. Smallsreed '77
Helen M. Smolinski '98
Gerald Stanley '96
Margaret Stevenson
Vivian Talbot '81
Rufus G. Thayer, Jr. '68
James A. Tiemstra '80
Fred T. Tirrell '83
James R. Tomcik '73
Jean M. Vieth '87
Phillip Wang '96
Mary L. Wheeler '78
Maureen Whelan
Robert S. Whiteley '77
Ellen Widess
Nina Wilder '92
Susan A. Wilkinson '78
Victor Yipp '75
Barry A. Zimmerman '86

AMICUS SOCIETY

The Law School is pleased to recognize the following additional friends who together contributed more than $3,600 to the Law School annual fund during 2000.

Mark N. Aaronson
Robin M. Anderson
Elaine M. Andrews '76
Sharon L. Anduri '96
Barbara M. Auscher
Susanne M. Aronowitz
Roy Bennett '96
Curtis E. Blystone '81
Lowell J. Borders '74
Hedy R. Bower
Thomas V. Bret '77
Philip N. Bachrach '80, '87 (LL.M.) and Deborah Bronner '83
Benjamin P. Chandler '99
Marilyn Charles
Joseph Chianese
Markita D. Cooper
William J. Corrigan '74
Marie Davidson '95
James J. Davis III '82
Liza M. Deever
Barbara B. Dickey
Robert E. DiSilverio, Jr. '85
Anne Douglas
Patricia Mihalic Doyle
Craig P. Dziedzic '85
Dorothy M. Ehrlich
Milton N. Estes
Nina G. Fendel
David A. Fink '87
AMICUS SOCIETY (cont.)

Bernice Freeman
Whitney R. Gabriel '95
Harry J. Gibbons
Abigail Ginzberg
Ruth G. Gipstein '82
Miye A. Goishi
Sam Goldeen '65
Elizabeth Grossman
Deborah L. Hadaway '84
Donald M. Haet '52
Kristina L. Hillman '00 and
Emile A. Davis '99
Russell S. Humphrey '80
Kirsten Irgens-Moller
Susan L. Jeffries '79, '81
Elizabeth C. Johnson
John E. Jones '75
Lawrence H. Jones
Stewart A. Judson '64
Cydney A. Kelly '94
William R. Kelly '62
Roxanne J. Kelsey '94
Joseph H. Keogh '92
Deborah A. Klos '94
Matthias J. Kotowski '99
Judith E. Kurtz
Suzanne Lampert
Thomas S. Lauro '79
Wallis W. Lim '79
Kenneth L. Litton '94
Madeline C. McDowell '77
David J. McMahon '85
Carlin Meyer
John D. Moriarty
Jo Anne Morrow '80
Carl M. Nagata '00
Frank Offen '74
William P. Olivito '64
Patricia Paulson
Jody S. Prunier '87
Marcelo C. Ramos
Thomas P. Ross '82
Carolyn Rowland '97
Edwin K. S. Ryu
Clemente J. San Felipe '62
Dorothy N. Schimke '78
Alan L. Schlosser
Frances Schreiber
Jane Seville
Gloria J. Shaffer and Cynthia
Goldstein
Michael N. Sofris '91
Richard F. Spaulding '73
Mary R. Sterndale '75
Robert H. Stewart '69
Frederick B. Stocking '75
Ward C. Stoneman '67
Geoffrey L. Thorpe '90
Donald G. Umhofer '71
Christopher E. Weber
John P. Wilson
Karen Wing
Elisabeth W. Zall

THE BRIDGE SOCIETY

A carefully planned estate can help avoid or reduce taxes, increasing the amount an individual can leave to heirs and favorite charities. While outright gifts address immediate needs, deferred gifts fulfill a vital role in securing the Law School's future. Membership in The Bridge Society is available to all those who notify us of their provision for the Law School through planned gifts such as bequests, charitable trusts, gifts of life insurance, and property. We are pleased to recognize the following members of The Bridge Society, who have made commitments to the Law School in their estate plans.

Norman R. Ascherman '68
Mrs. Ivan Crase
Fred Drexler '47, '71
Karen Hawkins '79, '81
Leo B. Helzel '51
Louis H. Heilbron '70
Pamela Jordan
Mary E. Lanigar '54
John McCarthy '51
Wallace S. '31 and Lena Lee Myers
Kathryn E. Ringgold '70
Ruth L. Zukor
Faculty & Staff

An impressive testimonial to the Law School’s value is the support of those who are closest to its everyday life. During 2000, the following faculty and staff supported the school not only by embracing its teaching mission, but also through contributions to help meet its most pressing needs. The Law School is proud to acknowledge these gifts from current staff and faculty.

Barbara M. Anscher
Susanne M. Aronowitz
Roger H. Bernhardt
Allan Brotsky
Robert K. Calhoun Jr.
Cynthia E. Childress
Markita D. Cooper
Patricia Mihalic Doyle
Catherine Glaze
Lawrence H. Jones
Peter G. Keane
Paul Kibel
James E. Kowalski
David B. Oppenheimer
Anthony J. Pagano
Christine C. Pagano ’92, ’98
Patricia Paulson
Alan Ramo
Clifford Rechtschaffen
Donna M. Ryu
Susan Schechter
Bernard L. Segal
Marcie Seville
Terri Shultis
Sompong Sucharitkul
Thaithow Sucharitkul
Jon H. Sylvester
Christine Tour-Sarkissian ’84
Lorri Ungaretti

Corporations, Foundations, Law Firms, and Organizations

The generosity of corporations, law firms, foundations, and other organizations has provided key funding for many of the Law School’s outstanding programs, curricula, and services. The Law School extends its gratitude and appreciation to the following organizations, whose collective contributions equaled nearly $231,000 in 2000.

Leon A. & Esther F. Blum Foundation
California Community Health Advocates
Fitzgerald, Abbott & Beardsley
Helzel Family Foundation
Herbert Fried Foundation
Jewish Communal Fund
Leonard, Carder, Nathan, Zuckerman, Ross, Chin & Remar
Names in the News California Rotary Club of San Francisco
San Francisco Legal Auxiliary
Harold and Arlene Schnitzer Law Offices of Harvey Sohnen
Soup To Nuts
Stein & Lubin
Hugh Stuart Center Charitable Trust
The San Francisco Foundation
Van Bourg, Weinberg, Roger & Rosenfeld
Bernard E. and Alba Witkin Charitable Trust

Matching Gift Companies

Matching gift companies are those enterprises which support higher education through a program whereby an employee’s contribution is matched by the company. This generous program doubles—and sometimes triples—a personal gift to the Law School. The Law School applauds the philanthropic spirit of these companies, who provided matching gifts during 2000.

Air Products & Chemicals, Inc.
Commonwealth Edison Company
Deloitte & Touche Foundation
KPMG Foundation
Matthew Bender & Co.
SBC Foundation
Sempra Energy
Shell Oil Company Foundation
The Prudential Foundation
The Walt Disney Company Foundation
Wells Fargo Foundation
Volunteers

Law School alumni have been extraordinarily generous in giving their valuable time to a variety of Law School activities including student recruitment, mock interviews, legal career options day, moot court judging, special advisory boards and governance, appellate advocacy, and more. We express our heartfelt gratitude and appreciation to the following alumni, whose thousands of hours of volunteered time have greatly enriched the Law School’s programs and services. (If you have served as a graduate volunteer and your name is not included on this list, please let us know so that we may recognize your contributions in the future.)

Appellate Advocacy
Gary Alabaster ’81
Sharon A. Anolik ’96
Ruth S. Astle ’74
Nancy Beninati ’95
Russell Lewis Boltwood ’93
Marc J. Cerda ’93
Elena Condes ’92
Shelley R. Davis ’95
Paul Dennison ’97
Brian E. Doucette ’94
Thomas J. Gill ’81
Susan M. Griffin ’84
William Martin Gwire ’74
Alan G. Harvey ’95
Joan E. Herrington ’95
Song J. Hill ’94
Annie Hipshman ’80
Susan Q. Kalra ’93
John G. Karris ’90

Sally Keane ’87
James Linford ’82
Hugh G. Major ’93
Char Meaney
Eric Messersmith ’93
Adam Miller ’93
Carla V. Minnard ’94
David Nickerson ’83
Wahida Noorzad ’97
Martin Lester O’Shea ’95
Kay Paden ’95
Laura Petty ’96
Kathleen J. Richards ’97
Randall A. Richmond ’97
David V. Roth ’97
Wendy P. Rouder ’79
Edward R. Taylor ’93
David S. Toy ’93
Boots Whitmer ’78
Mark K. Wurtzel ’91
Michelle M. Yoshida ’98
Rebecca S. Young ’85

Campus Programs/
Special Events
J. Kevin Allen ’97
Sharon Anolik ’96
JB Brainerd ’99
Julie Coldicott ’98
Mark Figueiredo ’95
Gary Garrigues ’90
Cassandra Holman ’99
Janine Hudson ’99
Jennifer Keith ’98
Esther Lerner ’80
Kathryn Nooney ’98
Robert Oliver ’73
Stacey Poole ’99
Kathryn Ringgold ’70
Susan Romer ’91
Mary Shapiro ’98
Jill Thorpe ’00 (LL.M.)
Jane Tishkoff ’88
Kristy Topham ’98

Patricia Walmann ’96
Steven Weiss ’98
Nancy Williams
Carol Wu ’97
Eric Young ’96
Rebecca S. Young ’85

Class Speakers
J. Kevin Allen ’97
Thomas Cain ’79
Kimberly Cluff ’97
Julie Coldicott ’98
Terry Helbush ’76
Bill Hirsh ’86
Edward Lau ’73
Randy Riddle ’85
Timothy Smallreed ’77

Governance/Advisory Boards
J. Kevin Allen ’97
Norman R. Ascherman ’67
J. Duncan Barr ’70
Lee D. Baxter ’74
Scott Bloom ’96
Karalyn Buchner ’98
Mark E. Burton ’95
Cameron Carlson ’89
Robert Cartwright, Jr. ’82
Elizabeth Cohee ’99
Meli Cook ’82
Robert Curtis ’74
Louis DeMattei ’79, ’87
Fred Drexl ’47, ’71
Tracey Edwards ’81, ’83
Mark Figueiredo ’95
Leo B. Helzel ’51
Kay Henden ’75
Adrian Hern ’99
Jeffrey Hook ’85, ’99
Christiana Khostovan ’98
Caroline M. Kristensen ’86
Nancy Shepard Martz ’97
Volunteers (cont.)

- Marjorie Randolph ’77
- Allan H. Rappaport ’85
- Carolyn Reinholdt ’95
- Diana Richmond ’73
- Kathryn Ringgold ’70
- Frances Ryu ’95
- Richard I. Sherman ’74
- Vicki C. Trent ’97
- Nancy Z. Tully ’92
- Nancy Williams
- Harris Zimmerman ’51

Law Career Services
- Sharon Anolik ’96
- Rosario Bacon-Billingsley ’78
- Scott Bloom ’96
- Julie Coldicott ’98
- Frine Eger-Gelston ’96
- Amy Eskin ’96
- Gary Garrigues ’90
- Richard Hechler ’81
- Cassandra Holman ’99
- Gary Hook ’86
- Janine Hudson ’99
- Jennifer Keith ’98
- Masood Khan ’99
- Christiana Khostovan ’97
- Esther Lerner ’80
- Joseph Meckes ’97
- John Nagel ’92
- Kathryn Nooney ’98
- Dawn Philippus ’00
- Stacey Poole ’99
- Kathryn E. Ringold ’70
- Steven Rosenberg ’99
- Cynthia Sandoval-Dardis ’97
- Barbara Scott ’98
- Peter Seperack ’99
- Reshma Shah ’97
- Mary Shapiro ’98
- Sheila Sharei ’96
- Marilyn Teeter ’77
- Chuck Thompson ’88
- Jane Tishkoff ’88
- Kristy Topham ’98
- Patricia Walmann ’96
- Steven Weiss ’98
- Deborah Wright ’99
- Carol Wu ’97
- Rebecca S. Young ’85

Mock Trial/Trial Advocacy
- Francis M. Brass ’91
- Anthony Calero ’97
- Brad Fell ’00
- Peter Fitzpatrick ’96
- Keri Goodrow ’95
- Maria-Elena James
- Jan Lecklieker ’78
- Shahrad Milanfar ’98
- Kay Paden ’95
- David Roth ’97
- Marilyn Rous ’72
- Brian Soriano ’96
- Vladie Viltman ’99

Judicial Externships/Field Placement
- Cynthia Bernet-McGuinn ’81
- Kimberly Cluff ’97
- Hien Doan ’98
- Joanne Frankfurt ’80
- Rebekah Frye ’00 (LL.M. Tax)
- Brad Hirsch ’96
- Joyce Jordan ’97
- Marcia Lassiter ’88
- Dana Michael ’93
- Brooke Oliver ’94
- Patricia Pomper ’97
- Susan Rabin ’84
- Diana Richmond ’73
- Amy Rodney ’80
- Michael Schinner ’93
- (LL.M. Tax)
- Ray Shahani ’92
- Timothy Smallssreed ’77
- Eugene Sung ’97
- Jane Tishkoff ’88
- Claire Williams ’94

Student Recruitment/orientation
- J. Kevin Allen ’97
- Scott Bloom ’96
- Elizabeth Cohee ’99
- Julie Coldicott ’98
- Robert Crane ’98
- Keri Goodrow ’95
- Richard Hechter ’81
- Sarah E. Hernandez ’99
- Gary Hook ’86
- Jennifer Keith ’98
- Shahrad Milanfar ’98
- Matt Pachkowski ’96
- Susana Pilate ’99
- Steven M. Rosenberg ’99
- Barbara Scott ’98
- Peter Seperack ’99
- Brian Soriano ’96
- Michelle Steigerwald ’98
- Marilyn Teeter ’77
- Kristy Topham ’98
- Gary Van Housen ’96
- Deborah Wright ’99
- Carol Wu ’98
A FINAL NOTE

We strive to ensure accuracy in this listing of alumni volunteers and donors who supported the Law School during 2000. If there is an error in the way we listed your gift, or if you wish to make a change in your name as shown, please notify:

Susan Neuwirth
Director of Development
Golden Gate University
School of Law
536 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA 94105-2968
phone (415) 442-7829
e-mail sneuwirth@ggu.edu

Please accept our apologies for any errors.